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I office,

oTEf6 srE{r/ Person nel Depa rtment,
Aqt7 tvtYsore-570001,
EaimZ Dated

No. Y/P. 60 B /vII/ JE/ ELECTl25olo PRQ

:

75.07.2019

SSE/EIPIMYS, DVG, HVR, CTA TLIMYS, W/MYS, P/ASK, TL/ASK,
ssE/E/HRR, HAS, MNGT, SSE/ACIMYS

Sub:

Ref:

Formation

of panel for filling up the post of

lElElectrical

in

PB.2

Rs.9300-34BOO+4200 GP, Level-6 against 25o/o Promotional Quota
Electrical DePartment.
ST.DPO/MYS Lr,No, Y/P.6OB/VII/JE/ELECT/25olo PRQ dated 04'06.2019.
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Further to this office letters cited , Lhe written test in connection with the above selection
,is fixed to be held on 25.07.19(Thursday) at 14.30 hrs at ST.DPO/O/MYS.
Sl.No
1

2.

3.
t.A
q

6.

Name of the emplovee
S.KUMAR KUBENDRA
KARIAPPA GUDDAPPA NIMBANAVAR
MALATESH TAKERAPPA LAMANI
Mohan Lal,D
H.R.Basavaraja Naik
Ra iend ra n

Com
UR

ST
SC
SC
SC
SC

Stn
ST.TECH/AC/MYS
ST.TECH/ELF/DVG
ST.TECH/ELF/HVR

Sr,Tech/AClMYS
Sr,Tech/AClCTA
Sr,Tech/AC/MYS

The employees may please be advised:
1.

2,

)

J.

4.
5.

6.

7.

B.

That they have to produce identity card issued by the adminlstration to be allowed to
appear for the written examination. If they have not been issued identity card, the
relieving letter should contain a photograph of the employees attested by the
supervisory official.
To use either black or blue coloUr pen only for writing the examination. No other
colour pens marking are to be found in any part of the answer book.
That they will not be allowed to carry mobile phone or any other electronic device into
the examination hall.
No blank page or space should be left in between in the answer book' Unused space
should be crossed across the page with pen.
While answering objective type questions, corrections" of any type i.€., cutting,
overwriting, erasing, scoring off a ticked answer in multiple-choice and ticking another
answer, modifying the answer in anyway will not be permitted'
The candidates are permitted inside the examination hall only up to 10 minutes after
the commencement of exam. The candidates will not be allowed to leave the
examination until the completion of exam,
tf any candidate has answered quqstions in excess of the required number, the same
will be ignored. However, if such questions stand evaluated, only the marks awarded
against the requisite number of answers ''attempted first will be included in the
tabulation on the top sheet of the answer book and the rest ignored'
fhe above instructions are only illustrative and not exhaustive. Any other issue related
to the conduct of the examination'that is existing and not indicated above will also be
equally applicable in the conduct of the selection,

9.

lne answer DooKs of any candtdate wno vrolate tnese rnstructlons wlll not o6 evatuareo

10.

If any of the

employees who were alerted for the above selection are on
leave/sick/training/deputation, intimation regarding their eligibility to appear for the
selection is to be sent to their personal address and intimation in the regard may also
be given to this office for record, It is reiterated that the responsibllity of sending
intimation to their personal address rests solely with the supervisory official
concerned

S.

{MANI KUMAR

APO/I/MYS
p-AEfr. ETFf6 eIf}fr-rfr/nEi for sr,DPo/MYS

Copyto

:

Sr. DEE/MYS,Sr. DM E/MYS for i nformation,
OS /Confidential Section
Divl.Secy.SWRMU, AISC&STREA, AiOBCREA/MYS Dn

